
Energy saving glass 6+9a+6mm thermal insulation glass manafacturer
China

6+9a+6mm double glazed sealed units
6+9a+6mm Insulating glass units,6+9a+6mm hollow glass,6+9a+6mm double glazed glass,which is
consists of two panes of 6mm tempered glass seperated with 9a aluminum spacer and sealed together at
the edge.Each glass pane has two surfaces,so typical double-paned IGUs have four surfaces.The most
effective way to reduce air to air heat transfer through glass.

The features of 21mm insulated glass panels
1.Single glass thick:6mm,other thickness available in 4mm 5mm 8mm 10mm 12mm,etc
2.Glass type available in: 6mm clear float glass,6mm ultra clear glass,6mm tinted glass,6mm coated
glass,6mm tempered glass,etc.
3.Max size in: 3300x8000mm,any customized size.
4.Aluminum spacer: 9a,other available in 6a,12a,16a,etc.
5.Soundproof,heatproof,energy saving,perfect for window,door,curtain wall,etc.

The lower the u-value,the better the insulating glass unit
Using argon or krypton in the air space between the two panes of glass provides further insulation,as these
gases are denser than air and less likely to let heat conduct through the IGU.Combined with a low-e glass
coating,these gases work to improve the window’s overall u-value,which is a measure of the heat
transmission through a building part,such as a wall or window.

Advantages of insulating glass by JIMY Glass
Our superior quality insulated glass has many types,for example,general insulated glass,coated insulated
glass,tempered insulated glass,laminated insulated glass etc.
1.Saving energy: Insulated glass has good thermal insulation and heat-shielding performance,so it is an
ideal material of energy and environmental protection;
2.Good lighting: For insulated glass,the visible light transmittance is high,so low-e insulated glass has good
lighting effect;
3.Stable chemical property: It is possible for long term storage and the general insulated glass can be
arbitrarily deep-processed.
4.Hoarfrost and dew effect can be eliminated.
5.High wind pressure strength.
6.Not easy to be self exploded.
7.When choosing coated glass as the basal pieces,the coated layer will not come off.

Why choose us?
1. More than 20 years experiences on insulated glass panel manufacturing and exporting.
2. We have strong technical support and production capacity,5000square meters/day.
3. Our factory close to the sea port,transportation is very convenience.
4. Professional sales team,offering personalized and dedicated services.
5. Packaging for 20mm thick fresh new plywood with steel belt,suit any kind of unloading,strong and good
looking for reselling.
6. Fast production time: within 7-15 days after the order is confirmed.
7. OEM is feasible,and welcome to visit our factory.

22mm insulated glass window panels
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